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With spring just around the corner, outdoor fetes and summer fairs will soon be gearing up across
the country.  However, with the unpredictable UK weather often leaving us with damp summers,
anyone organising an outdoor event should think about tarpaulin covers.

Tarpaulin covers protect stalls, keeping their occupants and products dry and safe.  Tarpaulin
covers also protect against high wind, which can often result in merchandise being swept away. 
Tarpaulin covers can also be used to protect fairground games including lucky dips and tombola, as
well as food stalls, selling all manner of sumptuous summer food.

Tarpaulin covers are not solely used for outdoor events; in fact they are used for a wide range of
purposes including protecting sandpits and ponds against the elements, as high quality trailer
covers and shielding industrial items from harsh weather.  Tarpaulin covers can even be used to
protect rabbit hutches and chicken runs!  To provide this protection, tarpaulin covers need to be
strong and durable, using strong PVC and stitching designed to last.  The brass eyelets on tarpaulin
covers need to be withstand strong winds and heavy rain, as they can provide the linchpin of the
cover.  Velcro fastenings may be used instead of eyelets and rope, but again these must be
extremely durable.  Tarpaulin covers needs to be water resistant and fire proof, and ideally should
also be rot proof and shrink proof. 

Specially designed tarpaulin covers can help to create a stylish look for your outdoor event. 
Choosing stripes or designs help to pull all your stalls together under the same event and create an
eye catching spectacle.  You may choose to have the name of your outdoor event added to the
tarpaulin covers to create unique covers that can be used year after year.

Corbycanvas.co.uk are experts in tarpaulin covers, with over 20 years experience in the field. 
Creating handmade covers that meet each customerâ€™s individual requirements, they use the highest
quality materials and combine these with the best possible price.  For excellent quality tarpaulin
covers, visit Corbycanvas.co.uk
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Julia Roger - About Author:
If you wish to secure the most reliable and resilient a  tarpaulin covers which will withstand even the
harshest conditions then corbycanvas.co.uk is the place to visit. Our top notch a  trailer covers are
lovely.
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